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The Clique: The Second Collection - Lisi Harrison 2006-11-15
A second boxed set of three books in the #1 New York Times bestselling
Clique series, including The Clique #4: Invasion of the Boy Snatchers,
The Clique #5: The Pretty Committee Strikes Back, and The Clique #6:
Dial L for Loser. Brave the social minefields of Westchester County's
most privileged middle school for girls in this addictive and bestselling
series, set in suburban New York City's Westchester County. The
Clique... the only thing harder than getting in is staying in.
Ready Player One - Ernest Cline 2011-08-16
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Now a major motion picture
directed by Steven Spielberg. “Enchanting . . . Willy Wonka meets The
Matrix.”—USA Today • “As one adventure leads expertly to the next,
time simply evaporates.”—Entertainment Weekly A world at stake. A
quest for the ultimate prize. Are you ready? In the year 2045, reality is
an ugly place. The only time Wade Watts really feels alive is when he’s
jacked into the OASIS, a vast virtual world where most of humanity
spends their days. When the eccentric creator of the OASIS dies, he
leaves behind a series of fiendish puzzles, based on his obsession with
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the pop culture of decades past. Whoever is first to solve them will
inherit his vast fortune—and control of the OASIS itself. Then Wade
cracks the first clue. Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll kill to take this
prize. The race is on—and the only way to survive is to win. NAMED ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Entertainment Weekly • San
Francisco Chronicle • Village Voice • Chicago Sun-Times • iO9 • The AV
Club “Delightful . . . the grown-up’s Harry Potter.”—HuffPost “An
addictive read . . . part intergalactic scavenger hunt, part romance, and
all heart.”—CNN “A most excellent ride . . . Cline stuffs his novel with a
cornucopia of pop culture, as if to wink to the reader.”—Boston Globe
“Ridiculously fun and large-hearted . . . Cline is that rare writer who can
translate his own dorky enthusiasms into prose that’s both hilarious and
compassionate.”—NPR “[A] fantastic page-turner . . . starts out like a
simple bit of fun and winds up feeling like a rich and plausible picture of
future friendships in a world not too distant from our own.”—iO9
Woman's Inhumanity to Woman - Phyllis Chesler 2009-05-01
Drawing on the most important studies in psychology, human aggression,
anthropology, and primatology, and on hundreds of original interviews
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conducted over a period of more than 20 years, this groundbreaking
treatise urges women to look within and to consider other women
realistically, ethically, and kindly and to forge bold and compassionate
alliances. Without this necessary next step, women will never be
liberated. Detailing how women's aggression may not take the same form
as men's, this investigation reveals--through myths, plays, memoir,
theories of revolutionary liberation movements, evolution,
psychoanalysis, and childhood development--that girls and women are
indeed aggressive, often indirectly and mainly toward one another. This
fascinating work concludes by showing that women depend upon one
another for emotional intimacy and bonding, and exclusionary and sexist
behavior enforces female conformity and discourages independence and
psychological growth.
Cliquetionary - Lisi Harrison 2009
Enhanced with new photos, this helpful guide provides entertaining
definitions and special spellings for all the lingo, phrases and acronyms
used by the drama-obsessed girls of the Pretty Committee.
Dial L for Loser - Lisi Harrison 2008-08-01
Just as the Pretty Committee is getting bored with being expelled and
Massie begins worrying about losing her spot as the most popular girl,
Claire is cast in a Hollywood film, and as Massie and Alicia report live
from the set, Kristen and Dylan keep them posted on events in
Westchester County.
Children's Literature and Culture - Harry Edwin Eiss 2007
This collection of scholarship on the world of the child offers an eclectic
overview of several aspects of youth culture today. The first essay
focuses on Donna Williams, Joanna Greenberg, Temple Grandin and
other children whose unusual minds raise questions that take us deep
into the mysteries of all of human existence. The second, â oeColonel
Mustard in the Library With The Sims: From Board Games to Video
Games and Back, â gives a historical context and theoretical frame for
considering contemporary video and board games in our current age of
television The third, â oeJust a Fairy, His Wits, and Maybe a Touch of
Magic; Magic, Technology, and Self-Reliance in Contemporary Fantasy
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Fiction, â takes on the technological world of childhood, in this case
considering how it is represented in three fantasy series, Harry Potter,
Artemis Fowl and Faerie Wars, The fourth essay offers a detailed view of
the history of childrenâ (TM)s literature in China, including discussions
of the important philosophical views that controlled what got taught and
how, detailed charts of significant historic dates, genres of childrenâ
(TM)s literature, and award winning books of Chinese literature. The
fifth considers contemporary Western world consumerism, in this case
three popular book series, Clique, Gossip Girl, and The A-List, all
published by Alloy for teenage girls. The sixth, â oeSurfing the Series: A
Rhizomic Reading of Series Fiction, â once again deals with series
fiction. The seventh explores the recent â oeMonet Maniaâ that has
sparked interest in the great Impressionist Claude Monet among adults
and educators. The final essay, â oeJean Craighead Georgeâ (TM)s
Alaskan Childrenâ (TM)s Books: Love and Survival, â focuses on her book
Julie of the Wolves and how it expresses aspects of Alaskan culture.
The Second Self - Sherry Turkle 1985
Examines the effect of the new "computer culture" on both children and
adults and theorizes that computers are responsible for the new wave of
mechanical determinism and a revival of mysticism and spirituality
The Copyeditor's Handbook - Amy Einsohn 2005-12-07
The Copyeditor's Handbook is a lively, practical manual for newcomers
to publishing and for experienced editors who want to fine-tune their
skills or broaden their understanding of the craft. Addressed to
copyeditors in book publishing and corporate communications, this
thoughtful handbook explains what copyeditors do, what they look for
when they edit a manuscript, and how they develop the editorial
judgment needed to make sound decisions. This revised edition reflects
the most recent editions of The Chicago Manual of Style (15th ed.), the
Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (5th ed.),
and Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (11th ed.).
The Pretty Committee Strikes Back - Lisi Harrison 2008-08-01
While on a seventh-grade school trip, Claire attempts to mend her
relationship with Cam while Massie seeks to maintain her high social
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standing and receive her first kiss.
Sometimes I Act Crazy - Jerold J. Kreisman, M.D. 2006-04-14
A source of hope, expert advice, and guidance for people with borderline
personality disorder and those who love them Do you experience
frightening, often violent mood swings that make you fear for your
sanity? Are you often depressed? Do you engage in self-destructive
behaviors such as drug or alcohol abuse, anorexia, compulsive eating,
self-cutting, and hair pulling? Do you feel empty inside, or as if you don't
know who you are? Do you dread being alone and fear abandonment? Do
you have trouble finishing projects, keeping a job, or forming lasting
relationships? If you or someone you love answered yes to the majority of
these questions, there's a good chance that you or that person suffers
from borderline personality disorder, a commonly misunderstood and
misdiagnosed psychological problem afflicting tens of millions of people.
Princess Diana was one of the most well-known BPD sufferers. As a
source of hope and practical advice for BPD sufferers and those who love
them, this new book by Dr. Jerold J. Kreisman and Hal Straus, bestselling
authors of I Hate You, Don't Leave Me, offers proven techniques that
help you: * Manage mood swings * Develop lasting relationships *
Improve your self-esteem * Keep negative thoughts at bay * Control
destructive impulses * Understand your treatment options * Find
professional help
The Defining Decade - Meg Jay 2012-04-17
New York Times bestselling psychologist Dr. Meg Jay uses real stories
from real lives to provide smart, compassionate, and constructive advice
about the crucial (and difficult) years we cannot afford to miss. Our
"thirty-is-the-new-twenty" culture tells us the twentysomething years
don't matter. Some say they are a second adolescence. Others call them
an emerging adulthood. Dr. Meg Jay, a clinical psychologist, argues that
twentysomethings have been caught in a swirl of hype and
misinformation, much of which has trivialized what is actually the most
defining decade of adulthood. Drawing from almost two decades of work
with hundreds of clients and students, The Defining Decade weaves the
latest science of the twentysomething years with the behind-closed-doors
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stories from twentysomethings, themselves. The result is a provocative
read that provides the tools necessary to make the most of your twenties,
and shows us how work, relationships, personality, social networks,
identity, and even the brain can change more during this decade than at
any other time in adulthood—if we use the time wisely. The Defining
Decade is a smart, compassionate and constructive book about the years
we cannot afford to miss.
Mixing Secrets for the Small Studio - Mike Senior 2018-08-06
Discover how to achieve release-quality mixes even in the smallest
studios by applying power-user techniques from the world's most
successful producers. Mixing Secrets for the Small Studio is the bestselling primer for small-studio enthusiasts who want chart-ready sonics
in a hurry. Drawing on the back-room strategies of more than 160
famous names, this entertaining and down-to-earth guide leads you stepby-step through the entire mixing process. On the way, you'll unravel the
mysteries of every type of mix processing, from simple EQ and
compression through to advanced spectral dynamics and "fairy dust"
effects. User-friendly explanations introduce technical concepts on a
strictly need-to-know basis, while chapter summaries and assignments
are perfect for school and college use. ▪ Learn the subtle editing,
arrangement, and monitoring tactics which give industry insiders their
competitive edge, and master the psychological tricks which protect you
from all the biggest rookie mistakes. ▪ Find out where you don't need to
spend money, as well as how to make a limited budget really count. ▪
Pick up tricks and tips from leading-edge engineers working on today's
multi-platinum hits, including Derek "MixedByAli" Ali, Michael Brauer,
Dylan "3D" Dresdow, Tom Elmhirst, Serban Ghenea, Jacquire King, the
Lord-Alge brothers, Tony Maserati, Manny Marroquin, Noah "50" Shebib,
Mark "Spike" Stent, DJ Swivel, Phil Tan, Andy Wallace, Young Guru, and
many, many more... Now extensively expanded and updated, including
new sections on mix-buss processing, mastering, and the latest advances
in plug-in technology.
Complexity - Mitchell M. Waldrop 1993-09
A look at the rebellious thinkers who are challenging old ideas with their
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insights into the ways countless elements of complex systems interact to
produce spontaneous order out of confusion
The Bowker Annual - Information Today Inc 2007

divorce is possible. In this 365-day devotional, you will meet men and
women who have come through the darkness of separation and divorce
and who now walk in the bright hope of God's love and healing. You will
be encouraged and inspired by some of today's most respected and wellknown Christian leaders and psychologists, including Kay Arthur, Dr. Tim
Clinton, H. Norman Wright, and Dr. Tony Evans. The daily readings and
heartfelt prayers in DivorceCare affirm God's love for you. You'll discover
that the divorce process can be a powerful catalyst for good in your life,
transforming deep loss into meaningful growth with God. "DivorceCare is
the finest material . . . it will provide help, hope, and healing for your life
and family." -- Dr. Dennis Rainey, President, FamilyLifeTM "DivorceCare
is a wonderful combination of wise advice and assurances that God still
loves you." -- Dr. Tim Clinton, President, American Association of
Christian Counselors (AACC) "This devotional encourages, inspires, and
brings hope to healing hearts. Daily you will be reminded that you are
loved, cared for, and can face life with a renewed confidence that comes
only from God." -- Dr. Linda Mintle, Author of Divorce Proofing Your
Marriage and Breaking Free from Anger and Unforgiveness
Reminiscences of a Stock Operator - Edwin LeFevre 2021-04-29
"Reminiscences of a Stock Operator" is the most widely read, highly
recommended investment book ever. Generations of readers have found
that it has more to teach them about markets and people than years of
experience. This is a timeless tale that will enrich your life - and your
portfolio. Well known investor: Benjamin Graham, Warren Buffett, Philip
Arthur Fisher, John Burr Williams, Charlie Munger, George Soros
The Dirty Book Club - Lisi Harrison 2017-10-10
From the author of the #1 New York Times bestselling series The Clique
comes Lisi Harrison's debut adult novel about four modern-day strangers
who inherit a dirty book club that was started in the 1960s. M.J. Stark's
life is picture-perfect—she has a dream job as a magazine editor, a sexy
doctor boyfriend, and a glamorous life in Manhattan. But behind her
success, she can't shake a deep sense of loneliness, so when her
boyfriend offers her a completely new life in California, she decides to
give it a try. Once there, M.J. is left to fend for herself in a small

The Man who Loved Only Numbers - Paul Hoffman 1999
The biography of a mathematical genius. Paul Erdos was the most
prolific pure mathematician in history and, arguably, the strangest too.
'A mathematical genius of the first order, Paul Erdos was totally
obsessed with his subject -- he thought and wrote mathematics for
nineteen hours a day until he died. He travelled constantly, living out of a
plastic bag and had no interest in food, sex, companionship, art -- all that
is usually indispensible to a human life. Paul Hoffman, in this marvellous
biography, gives us a vivid and strangely moving portrait of this singular
creature, one that brings out not only Erdos's genius and his oddness,
but his warmth and sense of fun, the joyfulness of his strange life.' Oliver
Sacks For six decades Erdos had no job, no hobbies, no wife, no home; he
never learnt to cook, do laundry, drive a car and died a virgin. Instead he
travelled the world with his mother in tow, arriving at the doorstep of
esteemed mathematicians declaring 'My brain is open'. He travelled until
his death at 83, racing across four continents to prove as many theorems
as possible, fuelled by a diet of espresso and amphetamines. With more
than 1,500 papers written or co-written,
Paparazzi Princess - Jen Calonita 2014-05-21
Wanting only to mourn the end of her television series, seventeen-yearold Kaitlin, under pressure to choose her next acting project and study
for her SATs, is drawn into the Hollywood nightlife by publicity-loving "It
Girls," while her friendship with Liz founders.
Divorce Care - Steve Grissom 2006-01-01
There is joy, strength, and healing available to you in the midst of
separation or divorce. Things may look bleak right now. Your world is a
mix of shock, anger, hurt, and hopelessness. Many of the people around
you don't understand the depth of your pain or the complexity of the
challenges you face. You feel rejected, betrayed, and exhausted. You
wonder if the pain will ever end. But recovery from separation and
dial-l-for-loser-the-clique-6-lisi-harrison
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California beach town, with only the company of her elderly neighbor,
Gloria. One day M.J. receives a mysterious invitation and a copy of Prim:
A Modern Woman's Guide to Manners. She recognizes the book as an
outdated classic, but when she opens it, she discovers that it's actually a
copy of Fear of Flying by Erica Jong and the invitation is to join Gloria's
secret book club—one that only reads erotic books. Out of curiosity, M.J.
goes to the meeting at a local bookstore, and discovers three other
women who have also been selected by the club's original
members—who have suddenly left the country to honor a fifty-year-old
pact. As these unlikely friends bond over naughty bestsellers, each
woman shares not only the intimate details of her own sex life, but all
areas of her life. Inspired by the characters in the novels they read—and
the notes passed down by the club's original members—the new
members of The Dirty Book Club help each other find the courage to
rewrite their own stories and risk it all for a happy ending.
What My Mother Doesn't Know - Sonya Sones 2013-05-07
Sophie describes her relationships with a series of boys as she searches
for Mr. Right.
The Conspiracy against the Human Race - Thomas Ligotti 2018-10-02
In Thomas Ligotti's first nonfiction outing, an examination of the
meaning (or meaninglessness) of life through an insightful, unsparing
argument that proves the greatest horrors are not the products of our
imagination but instead are found in reality. "There is a signature motif
discernible in both works of philosophical pessimism and supernatural
horror. It may be stated thus: Behind the scenes of life lurks something
pernicious that makes a nightmare of our world." His fiction is known to
be some of the most terrifying in the genre of supernatural horror, but
Thomas Ligotti's first nonfiction book may be even scarier. Drawing on
philosophy, literature, neuroscience, and other fields of study, Ligotti
takes the penetrating lens of his imagination and turns it on his
audience, causing them to grapple with the brutal reality that they are
living a meaningless nightmare, and anyone who feels otherwise is
simply acting out an optimistic fallacy. At once a guidebook to
pessimistic thought and a relentless critique of humanity's employment
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of self-deception to cope with the pervasive suffering of their existence,
The Conspiracy against the Human Race may just convince readers that
there is more than a measure of truth in the despairing yet unexpectedly
liberating negativity that is widely considered a hallmark of Ligotti's
work.
The Winner Effect - Ian Robertson 2013-03-01
What makes a winner?Why do some succeed both in life and in business,
and others fail? The 'winner effect' is a term used in biology to describe
how an animal that has won a few fights against weak opponents is much
more likely to win later bouts against stronger contenders. As Ian
Robertson reveals, it applies to humans, too. Success changes the
chemistry of the brain, making you more focused, smarter, more
confident and more aggressive. And the more you win, the more you will
go on to win. But the downside is that winning can become physically
addictive.By understanding what the mental and physical changes are
that take place in the brain of a 'winner', how they happen, and why they
affect some people more than others, Robertson explains what makes a
winner or a loser - and how we can use the answers to these questions to
understand better the behaviour of our business colleagues, employees,
family and friends.
Starstruck - Lauren Conrad 2012-10-16
Lauren Conrad, star of the hit MTV reality series The Hills, brings her
insider knowledge to Starstruck, the second book in the Fame Game
series. In Starstruck, Madison isn’t getting much screen time on The
Fame Game, the reality TV show following three girls trying to become
stars in L.A. She’s too busy doing community service after stealing a
necklace. Kate, on the other hand, is getting huge amounts of publicity
now that one of her songs has become an overnight sensation—and it’s
going to her head. And aspiring actress Carmen, the daughter of
Hollywood royalty, is finally making a name for herself. The juicy story
from bestselling author Lauren Conrad explores friendship, family,
romance, ambition, and fame.
The Magic of Thinking Big - David J. Schwartz 2014-12-02
The timeless and practical advice in The Magic of Thinking Big clearly
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demonstrates how you can: Sell more Manage better Lead fearlessly
Earn more Enjoy a happier, more fulfilling life With applicable and easyto-implement insights, you’ll discover: Why believing you can succeed is
essential How to quit making excuses The means to overcoming fear and
finding confidence How to develop and use creative thinking and
dreaming Why making (and getting) the most of your attitudes is critical
How to think right towards others The best ways to make “action” a
habit How to find victory in defeat Goals for growth, and How to think
like a leader "Believe Big,” says Schwartz. “The size of your success is
determined by the size of your belief. Think little goals and expect little
achievements. Think big goals and win big success. Remember this, too!
Big ideas and big plans are often easier -- certainly no more difficult than small ideas and small plans."
Best Friends for Never - Lisi Harrison 2010-01-01
The Clique of Westchester County declares Massie a hero for hosting the
first boy/girl Halloween party of eighth grade. But her parents insist that
she invite the entire class. Unfortunately for Massie, that means
"everyone."
Revenge of the Wannabes: A Clique Novel - Lisi Harrison 2010-01-01
Friendships are tested when Alicia, a seventh grader at Octavian Country
Day School, decides to break away from the exclusive clique led by her
best friend to start her own group.
The Clique #4: Invasion of the Boy Snatchers - Lisi Harrison
2008-08-01
The holidays are over and Massie's room is chock-full of new things from
Santa: jeans, sweater, and a new . . . roommate? Once Claire unpacks,
Massie's room feels more crowded than a Zac Posen sample sale. But
what's worse, Claire isn't the only person moving into Massie's territory - Alicia's hot cousin, Nina, shows up from Spain and starts edging in on
all the Briarwood boys, including Massie's crush! Will Nina, with her
super-tight mall clothes, make every boy in Westchester fall in love with
her? Or will Massie toss her out faster than last season's Sevens jeans?
The social minefields of Westchester County's most privileged middle
school girls drive the page-turning action of this addictive series, set in
dial-l-for-loser-the-clique-6-lisi-harrison

New York City's most elite suburban county. The Clique . . . the only
thing harder than getting in is staying in.
Lookaway, Lookaway - Wilton Barnhardt 2014-06-24
Presiding over her family and its legacy of masterpiece Civil War art,
North Carolina society maven Jerene Jarvis Johnston takes increasingly
haphazard steps to protect her grown children from their own
heedlessness.
THE MAN VERSUS THE STATE - Herbert Spencer 1916
My Little Phony - Lisi Harrison 2010-07-13
While Massie's plan for revenge against Claire backfires, Alicia tries to
resist the allure of shopping, Dylan exhausts her clothing budget, Kristen
mourns her poverty, and Claire plots to get back at Massie.
The Clique #6: Dial L for Loser - Lisi Harrison 2008-09-30
THE CLIQUE is back... Massie Block: With her glossy brunette bob and
Whitestrip smile, Massie is the uncontested ruler of The Clique and the
rest of the social scene at Octavian Country Day, an exclusive private
school in Westchester County, New York. Claire Lyons: Has finally
arrived! But will she be able to stay in Massie's inner circle? Alicia
Rivera: Would love to take Massie's throne one day. Just might do it.
Dylan Marvil: Massie's second in command, who divides her time
between sucking up to Massie and sucking down Atkin's shakes. Kristen
Gregory: Will insult you to tears faster than you can say "scholarship
kid." THE CLIQUE...The only thing harder than getting in is staying in.
The Clique #6: Dial L for Loser - Lisi Harrison 2006-08-23
The girls from Octavian Country Day School return for their sixth juicy
story of back-stabbing, sucking up, and looking good while frequenting
Westchester County's elite social circles. Original. 125,000 first printing.
The Future of Ideas - Lawrence Lessig 2002-10-22
The Internet revolution has come. Some say it has gone. In The Future of
Ideas, Lawrence Lessig explains how the revolution has produced a
counterrevolution of potentially devastating power and effect. Creativity
once flourished because the Net protected a commons on which widest
range of innovators could experiment. But now, manipulating the law for
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their own purposes, corporations have established themselves as virtual
gatekeepers of the Net while Congress, in the pockets of media
magnates, has rewritten copyright and patent laws to stifle creativity and
progress. Lessig weaves the history of technology and its relevant laws to
make a lucid and accessible case to protect the sanctity of intellectual
freedom. He shows how the door to a future of ideas is being shut just as
technology is creating extraordinary possibilities that have implications
for all of us. Vital, eloquent, judicious and forthright, The Future of Ideas
is a call to arms that we can ill afford to ignore.
The Publishers Weekly - 2007

hottest party planner in the 9-1-4 area code, but her parents insist she
has to invite the entire class. Unfortunately that means everyone. Layne
is bummed that the boys will be there -- she IMs Claire that's so
"DESPR8" -- as Claire wonders if maybe a boyfriend will make her
happy.Meanwhile, Massie and the Clique are fighting over who gets to
invite Derek Herrington. Dylan thought it was obvious that she was the
one who danced all night with Derek at the OCD benefit last month, but
says "Whatevs" when Kristen gets all weird about it. Fine, she can have
him. He was a terrible dancer anyway and there will be tons of guys to
choose from at the party....
Sealed with a Diss - Lisi Harrison 2009
The Clique knows something you don't know . . . Massie Block stands at
the threshold of a huh-yuge secret: a hidden room at Octavian Country
Day. But to prove the Pretty Committee is worthy of the key, the girls
need to find dates to Skye Hamilton's 'famous couples' costume party. On
top of that, Massie has to convince her old crush, Chris Abeley, to be
Skye's date . . . or else the PC can kiss the room - and their popularity goodbye. Luckily for the girls, alpha status just happens to come with
ESP. Not the actual superpower, but a secret weapon that shows them
exactly what their crushes are thinking. The question is, do they really
want to know?
Folklore and the Internet - Trevor J. Blank 2009-09-15
A pioneering examination of the folkloric qualities of the World Wide
Web, e-mail, and related digital media. These stuidies show that folk
culture, sustained by a new and evolving vernacular, has been a key,
since the Internet's beginnings, to language, practice, and interaction
online. Users of many sorts continue to develop the Internet as a
significant medium for generating, transmitting, documenting, and
preserving folklore. In a set of new, insightful essays, contributors Trevor
J. Blank, Simon J. Bronner, Robert Dobler, Russell Frank, Gregory
Hansen, Robert Glenn Howard, Lynne S. McNeill, Elizabeth Tucker, and
William Westerman showcase ways the Internet both shapes and is
shaped by folklore
The Clique - Lisi Harrison 2008-08-01

Pretenders - Lisi Harrison 2013-10-01
Three girls, two guys, five secret journals. The five most popular students
at Noble High have secrets to hide; secrets they wrote down in their
journals. Now one of their own exposes the private entries... I am leaking
these because I'm tired and I know you are too. The success bar is too
high and pretending has become the only way to reach it. Instagrams are
filtered, Facebook profiles are embellished, photos are shopped, reality
TV is scripted, body parts get upgraded like software, and even
professional athletes are cheating. The things we believe in aren't real.
We are pretenders.
The Clique Summer Collection #1: Massie - Lisi Harrison 2008-04-01
Massie gets BE-yoo-tiful: After Massie Block gets kicked off her high
horse and out of her ultra exclusive Westchester riding camp, her
parents force her to do the unthinkable-find a summer job. Not one for
dog-walking or brat-sitting, Massie comes up with the ah-bvious solution:
She'll be a sales rep for the cosmetics brand Be Pretty. Massie fully
hearts her new role as fairy gawdmother of makeup-until she discovers
transforming LBRs into glam-girls takes more than a swish of her royal
purple mascara wand.
The Clique #2: Best Friends for Never - Lisi Harrison 2008-08-01
In the second book starring Westchester County's most privileged middle
schoolers, the Clique declares Massie a hero for hosting the first boy/girl
Halloween party of 8th grade. Massie's already hired Landon Dorsey, the
dial-l-for-loser-the-clique-6-lisi-harrison
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rest of the social scene at Octavian Country Day School, an exclusive
private girls' school in Westchester County, New York. Massie knows
you'd give anything to be just like her. Dylan Marvil - Massie's second in
command who divides her time between sucking up to Massie and
sucking down Atkins Diet shakes. Alicia Rivera - As sneaky as she is
beautiful, Alicia floats easily under adult radar because she seems so
"sweet." Would love to take Massie's throne one day. Just might. Kristen
Gregory - She's smart, hardworking, and will insult you to tears faster
than you can say "my haircut isn't ugly!"

Mean Girls meets Middle School in The Clique... The only thing harder
than getting in, is staying in. Enter Claire Lyons, the new girl from
Florida in Keds and two-year-old Gap overalls, who is clearly not Clique
material. Unfortunately for her, while they look for a new home, Claire's
family is staying in the guesthouse of the one and only Massie Block -Queen Bee of Octavian Country Day School. Claire's future looks worse
than a bad Prada knockoff. But with a little luck and a lot of scheming,
Claire might just come up smelling like Chanel No. 19. Meet the rest of
the Clique: Massie Block - With her glossy brunette bob and laserwhitened smile, Massie is the uncontested ruler of The Clique and the
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